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STEALTH™ FLOOR SHIELD

The Stealth™ Floor Shield from Heatshield Products is a thermal-barrier material engineered to
keep drivers cooler and safer in street cars, race cars, off-road vehicles and just about any type
of vehicle.
At the core of Stealth Floor Shield is a specially formulated insulation called Stealth Felt
that blocks up to 90% of heat and is also being fire-resistant. Not only will the driver
stay cooler, but the insulation can provide a precious extra few moments during
a fire situation for the driver to escape. Encased in a special carbon-fiber outer
layer, Stealth Floor Shield is only 1/8-inch thick and 45% lighter than previous
floor shield products. It is capable of handling a constant 900°F of direct
contact heat. Two different attachment methods are available. Traditional
grommets like the older generation floor heat shields and the patented
MagnaMount™ technology. The high temperature insulation shields the
magnets so they are protected from excessive heat, and hold your floor heat
shield in place.
In racing applications, Stealth™ Floor Shield has additional value. Between
having a hot foot from a griddle-like toe panel and transmission hump,
to sweating worse than a group of actors re-enacting scenes from Cool
Hand Luke, it can get pretty hot inside a racecar. That makes it hard to
focus on the details of racing and contributes to fatigue. Stealth Floor
Shield reduces this strain on the driver.
In a street or off-road application, Stealth™ Floor Shield will keep drivers
and passengers cooler without unnecessary vehicle weight or bulk that
will affect carpet installation. Air conditioning will be able to perform
better and, simply stated, everyone will be able to keep their cool more
easily.
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500°F

CONTINUOUS

800°F
INTERMITTENT

Reduces floorboard temps up to 70%
Half the weight, half the thickness vs traditional mats
Heavy duty carbon fiber vinyl
Made in the USA

PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

914002
914005
914008
914011
914015
914102
914105
914108
914111

8 in x 12 in w/ grommets
12 in x 24 in w/ grommets
18 in x 24 in w/ grommets
18 in x 36 in w/ grommets
24 in x 36 in w/ grommets
8 in x 12 in w/ magnets
12 in x 24 in w/ magnets
18 in x 24 in w/ magnets
18 in x 36 in w/ magnets

